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Methodology

In the second quarter of 2021, on 
behalf of Ropes & Gray, Acuris Studios 
surveyed 50 real estate investors with 
life sciences AUM/committed funds 
of at least US$500 million and 50 
senior-level executives at life sciences 
companies that are primarily tenants. 
Three-quarters of respondents 
were based in the U.S. and the 
remaining respondents were based 
in Europe and the UK. Job titles of real 
estate investors include Managing 

Director, Chief Investment Officer, 
Chief Executive Officer and Partner. 
Job titles of life sciences company 
respondents include Chief Financial 
Officer, Chief Strategy Officer and 
Director of Global Real Estate. The 
survey included a combination 
of qualitative and quantitative 
questions, and all interviews were 
conducted over the telephone by 
appointment. Results were analyzed 
and collated by Acuris Studios.  

All responses are anonymized and 
presented in aggregate. 

In addition, real estate specialists 
CBRE Strategic Investment 
Consulting (CSIC) conducted 
extensive research into the sector, 
mining data on the history and current 
state of life sciences real estate to 
capture current and future trends.
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Introduction

Prior to the onset of COVID-19, 
investment by corporates, the 
U.S. federal government and 
venture capital into life sciences 
research and development 
(R&D) was on a steady upward 
trajectory. Public biopharma 
companies, for example, have 
reinvested a growing proportion 
of revenues into R&D over the past 
decade. While revenues of public 
biopharma companies increased 
by around 22%, R&D investment 
doubled to US$212 billion in 2020.  

Over the same period, funding 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) has increased by 35% to  
US$42 billion in 2020, while venture 
capital investment has increased 
575% to US$23 billion, according  
to analysis by CSIC commissioned 
for this report.

CSIC estimates that the share 
of U.S. GDP spent on health 
care will surge dramatically from 
approximately 5.8% in 2021 to 9.4% 
by 2051, based on data from the 
U.S. Congressional Budget Office. 
In 2020, all funders responded 
to the COVID-19 pandemic by 
boosting R&D spending more 
than 20% and nearly US$40 billion. 
This acceleration of demand and 
investment in health care products 
and technology will drive the need 
for real estate expansion of existing 
life sciences businesses and 
emerging technologies. 

By 2035, more than one-fifth of 
the U.S. population will be 65 years 
old or above—a group traditionally 
associated with greater health care 
needs and concerns. 

In addition, technological 
advancements, including data 
analytics and artificial intelligence 

(AI), have sparked a burst of 
innovation within health science, 
accelerating life-enhancing 
innovations across pharmaceuticals, 
biotech, nutrition and medical 
technology. This has simultaneously 
increased the investment appeal 
of the sector and expanded 
the boundaries of scientific 
breakthroughs. The alignment 
of political, social and economic 
incentives will produce long-term 
structural tailwinds supporting 
the life sciences real estate sector. 
Record R&D funding increases future 
employment growth, which is a leading 
indicator of real estate demand. 

This report analyzes the demand 
drivers for life sciences-related real 
estate, how this growth sector might 
expand across the U.S., and what 
that means for investors, developers 
and occupiers. To investigate, we 
surveyed 100 senior executives 
across the real estate investment and 
life sciences industries to measure 
sentiment and collate a broad range 
of perspectives on how this rapidly 
growing sector might evolve. 

In addition to the survey 
results, real estate specialist CSIC 
conducted extensive research into 
the sector, mining data to explore 
the state of life sciences-related  
real estate quantitatively and 
capture current and future trends.

We hope you find these findings 
valuable. Please do get in touch if you 
would like to find out more. 
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Key findings

  

4 There is a disconnect between life 
sciences-related real estate development 
pipelines and anticipated future demand

5 China, the EU and Japan are expected to be 
the top three international markets for life 
sciences-related real estate investment in the 
next �ve years

61%
say the largest life sciences-related real 
estate development in the next �ve years 
will be in the San Francisco Bay area, 
overshooting the 48% of respondents 
who expect the largest life sciences 
demand growth there

21%
expect relatively high regional life 
sciences demand growth in 
Raleigh-Durham metro, compared to 10% 
expecting  strong life sciences-related 
real estate development pipelines

36%
say San Diego is a top location for future 
life sciences development demand, but 
only 18% anticipate comparivatively 
signi�cant development pipelines there

68%
of respondents expect Greater Boston to 
see the largest life sciences-related real 
estate development in the next �ve 
years, while only 50% anticipate 
signi�cant life sciences demand growth in 
this geographic cluster

of real estate investors and 66% of 
life sciences companies believe the 
pharmaceuticals sector will attract 
the highest real estate investment 
over the next 12-24 months, 
followed by biotechnology R&D 
(56% of real estate investors and 
54% of life sciences companies)

60%

of real estate investors and 62% 
of life sciences companies expect the 
medical technology sector will emerge 
as the frontrunner within the next 
three to �ve years

75%

90%
of real estate investors and 
84% of life sciences companies 
say  listed real estate investors 
(such as REITS) will be the key 
real estate investor for the next 
12-24 months, slipping to 48% 
and 42% when looking three to 
�ve years in the future

72%
of real estate investors and 
64% of life sciences companies 
say unlisted property investors 
(including PE) will gain 
signi�cant life sciences-related 
real estate market share in the 
next three to �ve years, 
followed by pension funds 
(52% and 64%)

of real estate investors expect 
India to take the top spot as the 
most attractive location for life 
sciences-related real estate 
investment in six to ten years, 
followed by China (52%), 
Australia (22%) and the 
composite ASEAN region (18%)

94%

of real estate respondents 
expect China to secure the most 
life sciences-related real estate 
investment over the next �ve 
years, followed by the EU (54%) 
and Japan (34%)

72%

32% of life sciences companies 
say having a local highly 
skilled workforce is the most 
important ingredient for the 
creation of a successful 
innovation district 

76% of real estate investors say the 
pandemic has been a signi�cant 
catalyst for accelerated 
investment in the life sciences 
sector, compared to just 24% 
among life sciences companies

59% of all respondents 
believe that 
COVID-19 will 
in�uence annual NIH 
funding budgets for 
10 years or longer

70% of real estate investors and 82% 
of life sciences companies say 
COVID-19 will also be a signi�cant 
catalyst for more exacting climate 
change/environmental, social and 
corporate governance (ESG) 
requirements

24% of life sciences 
companies identify 
complementary 
specialties between 
di�erent �rms as 
the top ingredient 

30% of real estate investors say 
proximity to scienti�c and 
academic institutions is the key to 
a successful life sciences cluster 
(versus 16% of life sciences 
companies respondents)

1 Life sciences-related real estate investment will 
focus on pharmaceuticals and biotechnology R&D 
in the near term, but medical technology will 
ultimately overtake both

3 Workforce, complementary specialties and nearby scienti�c and academic institutions will 
continue to drive innovation cluster creation and expansion

6 COVID-19 has been a catalyst for accelerated life sciences-related real estate investment 
and technology adoption

2 REITs will be the near-term dominant 
life sciences investor, but private equity 
(PE) and pension funds will overtake 
them
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75%
of real estate investors and 62% of life sciences companies 
expect the medical technology sector will emerge as the 
frontrunner for investment within the next three to �ve years

90%
of real estate investors and 84% of life sciences companies say listed 
real estate investors (including REITs) will be the key real estate investor 
for the next 12-24 months, slipping to 48% and 42% when looking three 
to �ve years in the future

60%
of real estate investors and 66% of life sciences companies 
believe the pharmaceuticals sector will attract the highest 
real estate investment over the next 12-24 months, followed 
by biotechnology R&D (56% of real estate investors and 54% 
of life sciences companies)

As economies open up and vaccines roll out, life sciences companies are 
considering their options and looking to the future—and part of that process  
is investing in real estate that will meet their long-term requirements.

Part 1 
Where is capital flowing into  
life sciences real estate?
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The past 18 months have been 
extraordinary for life sciences. 
COVID-19 thrust the industry 
into the spotlight, standing on the 
frontlines in the fight against the 
pandemic. Global perception of the 
industry’s social purpose hit the 
headlines, while investor attention 
and future funding outlook both 
stepped up.  

In reality, however, the life 
sciences industry is not a single 
entity—it includes a broad spectrum 
of specialties (see “Industry snapshot” 
panel on page 8). Some life sciences 
sub-sectors will come through the 
pandemic better than others, and 
clear winners and losers will emerge 
from a sector broadly expected 
to see rising demand in a post-
COVID-19 world.

These changes can be seen 
most clearly in the revenues being 
reinvested by life sciences companies 
in R&D, as well as the funding being 
raised from venture capital (VC) 
investors and the NIH. 

For example, according to 
recent research conducted by CSIC 
on behalf of Ropes & Gray, public 
biopharma company revenues have 
increased by an average of 40% 
since 2011. R&D spending doubled 
in the sub-sector in the same period, 
reflecting a growing share of revenue 
being reinvested in new product 
development. 

Over the same period, the pace 
of VC investment has increased 
exponentially, climbing almost 
six-fold over the past decade. While 
VC funding represents the smallest 
bucket in terms of current dollar 
funding, this capital provides crucial 
investment to start-ups, which 
supports innovation, scientific 
breakthroughs and the overall growth 
potential for the life sciences industry. 

Developments like these are 
influencing decisions made by 
these organizations around where 
they want to set up or expand 
their operations. Real estate 
choices—from lab spaces to office 
and manufacturing, building size 
and location, as well as aligned 
environmental, social and corporate 

governance (ESG) requirements—
are climbing the life sciences agenda, 
alongside growing demand for their 
expertise and investor interest in this 
growth market. 

Some of these choices, however, 
will involve trade-offs. For example, 
R&D facilities tend to have large 
carbon footprints, which jars with 
prescriptive ESG investment policies 
tied to private sector funding. In 
the short term, alignment with ESG 
requirements may require additional 
capex and impede productivity, 
which will impact growth targets and 
investment performance. However, 
over the longer term, achieving more 
exacting ESG standards may cultivate 
a landscape for more innovative life 
sciences investment with an end real 
estate product that is more attractive 
to tech-style life sciences companies 
across the board.

SUB-SECTORS ARE 
CONSIDERING THEIR 
REAL ESTATE OPTIONS

Revenue reinvestment levels 
can be useful indicators of future 
life sciences-related real estate 
demand. For example, in 2020, 
publicly traded pharmaceuticals, life 
sciences and biotech companies 
invested a total of US$212 billion into 
R&D, according to CSIC—two-thirds 
of which was concentrated among 
just 14 companies.

This highlights a familiar “bigger 
getting bigger” trend seen in other 
sectors, such as high-growth 
technology, and it all points to 
significant real estate investment in 
the near future.

Pharmaceuticals firms are likely 
to be the big near-term winners, 
driven in part by the impact of the 
pandemic. This life sciences sub-
sector can be expected to attract 
the most real estate investment in 
the next 12-24 months—a point 
confirmed by 60% of real estate 
investors and 66% of life sciences 
respondents in our survey of the 
industry. Biotechnology R&D follows 
close behind, according to 56% of 
real estate investors and 54% of life 
sciences companies.

FIGURE 1: THE TOP R&D SPEND IN PUBLIC 
BIOPHARMA COMPANIES (2020, US$BN)

All others

Biogen

Amgen

Takeda

Eli Lilly

GlaxoSmithKline

AbbVie

Novartis

P�zer

Bayer

Gilead Sciences

Johnson & Johnson

Merck & Co.

Roche

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Sources: S&P Capital IQ, CSIC. Corporate R&D based on publicly traded pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology and life sciences companies with operations in the United States. 
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Industry snapshot
Defining the major life 
sciences market segments
Pharmaceuticals: Involves small molecule 
therapeutics, antibodies, therapeutic 
proteins and vaccines.  

Biotechnology R&D: Investment 
focused on innovation and science-
based entrepreneurship across human, 
veterinary, agricultural, marine, nutritional 
and environmental fields (e.g., genomics, 
DNA sequencing, genetic, cell and tissue 
engineering, vaccines, and gene therapy).

Therapeutics:  The treatment for diseases 
(e.g., in cardiology, therapeutics include 
beta blockers and antihyperlipidemic 
agents; in central nervous system and 
neurological diseases, therapeutics 
 include drugs specific to the treatment  
of Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and epilepsy).

Medical technology: Umbrella category that 
encompasses all technological solutions that 
prevent or delay the onset of diseases, as 
well as promote good health monitoring (e.g., 
pacemakers, dialysis equipment, IT devices, 
life support machines, diagnostic tools).

Digital health: A niche within medical 
technology that provides a holistic view  
of patient health and offers autonomy  
over treatments using data to improve 
medical outcomes and increase efficiency 
(e.g., telemedicine, mobile medical devices 
and apps).

FIGURE 2: IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH LIFE SCIENCES SUB-SECTORS 
WILL ATTRACT THE MOST REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT OVERALL  
IN THE NEXT 12 TO 24 MONTHS/THREE TO FIVE YEARS?  
(SELECT TOP TWO CHOICES)

Digital health

Therapeutics

Pharmaceutical

Medical technology

Biotechnology R&D

75%

2%

34%

2%

16%

34%

24%

62%

28%

54%

48%

6%

64%

54%

61%

56%

30%

60%

66%

24%

Life sciences companies (12-24 months)

Real estate investors (12-24 months)

Real estate investors (3-5 years)

Life sciences companies (3-5 years)
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But that picture is likely to change 
as we move beyond COVID-19 
and the influence of technology 
reasserts its place as a driving 
force in life sciences. According 
to our survey, medical technology 
will attract the most real estate 
investment in the next three to five 
years—as per 75% of real estate 
investors and 62% of life sciences 
respondents— followed, again, by 
biotechnology R&D (picked by 61% 
of real estate investors and 64% of 
life sciences respondents). 

Investors interested in the 
ongoing evolution of life sciences 
and their real estate requirements 
should pay close attention to 
revenue reinvestment and external 
funding secured by companies 
within these sub-sectors. 

According to our survey of 
investors, biotechnology R&D firms 
top the list when it comes to near-
term resource allocation, followed by 
pharmaceuticals, and then medical 
technology and therapeutics a 
close joint third. Digital health will 
lag in the near term but will close the 
gap in the next three to five years. 
Biotechnology R&D dominates 
investment intentions over the 
medium term, followed by medical 
tech and pharmaceuticals.

As far as the industry is 
concerned, most investment in life 
sciences real estate will shift from 
real estate investment trust (REITs) 
to private real estate funds, pension 
funds and insurance companies in 
the next three to five years. 

“Investment professionals at 
pension funds, sovereign wealth and 
family offices seem to be upskilling 
their firms’ knowledge base of the 
market as a result of the upturn in life 
sciences and, crucially, strategically 
hiring those with deeper life sciences 
experience,” says Ali Rundlett, 
partner at Ropes & Gray. “Much like 
their investment strategies and 
horizons, they are looking to the long 
term to cautiously and strategically 
deploy capital when the time is right.”

The majority of respondents in 
our survey agree, with 90% of real 
estate investors and 84% of life 

sciences companies agreeing that 
listed real estate investors (including 
REITs) are best positioned to benefit 
from the rising appetite for exposure 
to the life sciences sector, supported 
by existing access to pooled capital. 

But this is not the long-term 
reality. As the real estate life sciences 
sector matures and potential 
development-led investment returns 
increase, PE funds will catch up and 
overtake REITs,  supported by their 
unmatched fund-raising capabilities.

According to our survey, almost 
three-quarters of real estate 
investors and two-thirds of life 
sciences companies expect unlisted 
real estate funds (including PE) to 
emerge as the dominant investor in 
the next three to five years, followed 
by pension funds and insurance 
companies in second place, with 
REITs slipping to third. 

As a U.S.-based real estate 
managing director points out,  
“PE firms and investment trusts 
would prefer to have life sciences 
real estate as part of their extensive 
development pipeline. Funds can 
see that there is high demand for 
life sciences real estate properties 
and they can capitalize on the 
opportunity.”

These expectations are 
somewhat in contrast with 
the medium-term appetite 
demonstrated by sovereign wealth 
funds. Ongoing COVID-19-related 
capital constrictions will limit 
sovereign wealth fund investment 
in U.S. life sciences real estate in the 
near term—but they will be able to 
make significant investments over 
the medium term.

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
REAL ESTATE TO 
LIFE SCIENCES COMPANIES

In order for life sciences  
corporates and real estate investors 
to remain sustainable counter-
parties, both need to understand 
each other’s priorities. 

Broadly, the appeal of the life 
sciences sector is related to several 
structural tailwinds—including 

FIGURE 3: AS A PROPORTION OF YOUR TOTAL LIFE 
SCIENCES REAL ESTATE ALLOCATION, WHAT WILL 
YOUR ALLOCATION BE TO EACH OF THESE SUB-
SECTORS OVER THE NEXT 12 TO 24 MONTHS?  
(REAL ESTATE INVESTORS ONLY)

Therapeutics

Pharmaceutical

Medical technology

Digital health

Biotechnology R&D services

Very high 76-100% High 51-75%

Moderate 26-50% Low 1-25% Zero appetite

16% 54% 28% 2%

10% 58% 32%

8%

12% 52%

46% 42% 4%

30% 6%

2% 42% 42% 14%

FIGURE 4: AS A PROPORTION OF YOUR TOTAL LIFE 
SCIENCES REAL ESTATE ALLOCATION, WHAT WILL 
YOUR ALLOCATION BE TO EACH OF THESE SUB-
SECTORS OVER THE NEXT THREE TO FIVE YEARS? 
(REAL ESTATE INVESTORS ONLY)

Therapeutics

Pharmaceutical

Medical technology

Digital health

Biotechnology R&D services

Very high 76-100% High 51-75%

Moderate 26-50% Low 1-25% Zero appetite

24% 66% 10%

50% 40% 10%

20% 64% 16%

2% 32% 54% 12%

20% 62% 18%
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INVESTOR WILL BE MOST SIGNIFICANT IN THE  
LIFE SCIENCES REAL ESTATE FIELD OVER THE 
NEXT 12 TO 24 MONTHS/THREE TO FIVE YEARS?  
(SELECT TOP TWO)

Sovereign wealth funds

Family o�ces and HNW

Traditional estates/charities

Private property companies

Pension funds and life insurance companies

Unlisted real estate funds (including private equity)

Listed real estate investors (e.g., REITs, investment trusts)

Real estate investors (3-5 years)

Life sciences companies (3-5 years)

Real estate investors (12-24 months)

Life sciences companies (12-24 months)

90%

48%

52%

52%

0%

0%

4%

2%

6%

2%

2%

12%

14%

6%

8%

38%

10%

72%

0%

0%

56%

84%

22%

34%

16%

42%

64%

64%

demographic changes and the 
convergence of science and 
technology—which support the 
demand and rental growth outlook 
for real estate. 

These tailwinds have supported 
growth in private and governmental 
funding, which has accelerated 
the delivery of essential medicines 
and vaccines in recent years. The 
deployment of this capital increases 
occupier requirements and, 
ultimately, supports sustainable 
growth in investment returns—all 
of which explains the real estate 
investment choices being made.

For life sciences companies, real 
estate provides space to operate 
mission-critical facilities without 
interruption—as confirmed by half 
of the respondents in our survey. 
This underscores the desire for lab 
space managed by sophisticated 
specialist operators, backed by 
institutional investors.

For real estate investors, 
meanwhile, the main driver for 
investment in life sciences is high 
investment returns (64%)— but this 
is not their only incentive. According 
to our survey, finding a safe haven 
during the pandemic (48%), coupled 
with portfolio diversification and 
hedging risk (44%), remains a 
high priority, as are investment 
opportunities in emerging asset 
classes (40%).

At the same time, 
macroeconomic factors and 
technological innovation remain  
key concerns. In particular, U.S.-
China trade conflicts and the 
impact of future interest rate 
decisions weigh on capital flows  
in life sciences real estate. 

“Unless efforts are taken to 
resolve trade conflicts, the downside 
risks will continue to harm the life 
sciences growth in the next couple 
of years,” warns the CEO of a  
U.S. real estate company. 

Uncertainty will diminish the 
pace of overseas capital flows, while 
the U.S. and China may remain 
cautious about investing in each 
other’s markets in the years ahead. 
Trade conflicts may also affect 

supply chain optimization and stall 
investment decisions by life sciences 
corporates, which could spill into real 
estate risks. 

As the head of a real estate 
investment firm in Sweden puts 
it: “In the next 12-24 months, the 
major downside risk is distress in the 
life sciences sector if supply chain 
disruptions and the changed working 
conditions leave companies unable 
to compete.”

Finally, the emergence of life 
sciences-focused joint ventures 
(according to 32% of investors and 
28% of life sciences respondents), 
coupled with new specialist 
investment vehicles (per 18% of 
investors and 22% of corporates), 
are viewed as significant real estate 
trends in the next two years. More 
than a third of investors also believe 
accelerating pre-let developments 
will be an important trend. 
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FIGURE 6: PLEASE RANK THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS OF REAL ESTATE IN ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE TO YOUR COMPANY 
(WHERE 1= MOST IMPORTANT AND 3= LEAST IMPORTANT, LIFE SCIENCES COMPANIES ONLY)

To attract and retain talent (e.g., build community, fostering scienti�c entrepreneurialism, meet other researchers)

Proximity to an innovation cluster to accelerate R&D

 Sophisticated real estate operators required to ensure mission-critical facilities run without interruption

50% 14% 36%

26% 34% 40%

24% 52% 24%

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

 Industry pro�tability

 Local incentives (e.g., tax incentives)

 Scienti�c research and development employment trends

 Investment levels in the life sciences sector

 Availability of leverage

 NIH funding

 Technological innovations/research advancements

 Macroeconomic factors (e.g., interest rate outlook, in�ation, employment, etc.)

52%

26%

16%

14%

14%

12%

12%

6%

14%

38%

36%

40%

26%

36%

28%

30%

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

FIGURE 7: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS ARE THE STRONGEST INDICATORS OF FUTURE LIFE SCIENCES REAL ESTATE 
NET DEMAND OVER THE NEXT 12-24 MONTHS? (SELECT TOP TWO) 
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when it comes to life sciences-related real estate investment, but other 
factors are playing a significant part.

Part 2 
What is driving investment  
in life sciences real estate?

59%
of all respondents believe that COVID-19 will in�uence annual 
NIH funding budgets for 10 years or longer

70%
of real estate investors and 82% of life sciences companies 
say COVID-19 will also be a signi�cant catalyst for more exacting 
climate change/environmental, social and corporate governance 
(ESG) requirements

76%
of real estate investors say the pandemic has been a catalyst for 
accelerated investment in the life sciences sector, compared to 
just 24% among life sciences companies
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Although real estate concerns, 
in general, are becoming 
increasingly important to life 
sciences companies, COVID-19 
has posed specific operational 
and workplace challenges across 
the board. Some companies have 
been better prepared to navigate 
the disruption, while others are 
unlikely to remain competitive 
in the ongoing tough market 
conditions. Identifying resilient 
companies requires careful 
consideration of those both  
within and between life sciences 
sub-sectors.

For example, during the 
pandemic, the decision-making 
processes in many companies 
focused on COVID-19 rather than 
sticking to a pre-existing business 
plan. Everything from office 
requirements to investment plans, 
recruitment, project funding and 
real estate footprint locations/
expansion was affected. How long 
this reorientation of priorities will 
endure remains to be seen.

COVID-19 also influenced those 
involved in the decision-making 
process when it came to real estate 
investment. For example, 76% 
of real estate investors say the 
pandemic significantly increased 
their allocations to life sciences real 
estate—but only 24% of life sciences 
respondents agree. Just 2% of real 
estate investors say their investment 
allocations did not change or 
decrease due to COVID-19 versus 
54% of life sciences respondents. 

Clearly, the pandemic has  
been a greater catalyst for real 
estate investors overall, but has 
positively impacted allocations 
across the board.

COVID-19 has also contributed to 
a move up the risk curve. According 
to CSIC, approximately 10% of real 
estate investor allocations will be 
assigned to distressed strategies 
in 2021—up five-fold from 2% in 
2020. Allocations to opportunistic 
strategies are also up three 
percentage points to 19%, compared 
to 2020, while value-add and 

FIGURE 8: INVESTORS ARE LOOKING TO TAKE MORE RISK, WHICH SHOULD SUPPORT LIFE SCIENCES-RELATED  
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (SOURCE: CSIS RESEARCH, Q1 2021)

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

41%

18%

20%

16%

10%

33%

37%

28%

34%

18%

2%

2%

26%

16%

4%

15%

16%

32%

35%

2%

17%

25%

29%

19%

10%

DistressedOpportunistic

Value-addCore plusCore

17%

25%

29%

19%

10%

Distressed

Opportunistic

Value-add

Core plus

Core

Preferred investment strategy in 2021 Historical comparison 2017-2021 
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core-plus strategies are forecast to 
decline this year. Core strategies are 
expected to remain broadly stable. 

Over the medium term, 70% of 
real estate investor respondents 
in our survey say the pandemic will 
impact their investment allocations 
in life sciences for the next three to 
five years, while 44% of life sciences 
companies expect the same.

Corporate and academic 
owner-operators, meanwhile, 
continue to lean primarily towards 
R&D, according to analysis by CSIC. 
By contrast, PE funds, developers 
and owner-operators tend to 
target higher returns and pursue 
alternative asset classes, while REIT 
ownership is concentrated among a 
few specialists. Investors focused on 
long-term wealth preservation and 
liquidity are more likely to stick to core 
assets, markets and property types.

When it comes to funding, the 
majority of respondents in our 
survey expect the NIH to increase  
its life sciences spending 
significantly due to the pandemic 
(66% of life sciences companies  
and 54% of real estate investors), 
with most agreeing that this will last 
for 10 years or more. 

Of course, the industry was 
extremely busy treating disease 
prior to COVID-19. The average 
development cost for an FDA-
approved therapeutic drug is  
US$1.3 billion, according to research 
by CSIC citing a peer-reviewed 
scientific journal.1  To put that into 
context, there are approximately 
10,000 known human diseases, of 
which 7,000 are classified as rare, 
with 500 available treatments, 
according to the American Academy 
of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology.

Most also expect an acceleration 
in the adoption of technology, as well 
as lower density workspace, more 
exacting climate change and ESG 
requirements, and new regulations 
governing the workplace (e.g., 
hygiene, PPE) as a result of COVID-19. 

1 Olivier J Wouters,  Martin McKee , Jeroen Luyten. Estimated Research and Development Investment Needed to Bring a New Medicine to Market, 2009-2018. JAMA. 
2020;323(9):844–853. doi:10.1001/jama.2020.1166. https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2762311.

None of these are particularly 
surprising under the circumstances. 
For example, automation improves 
operational efficiency and reduces 
human interaction, ticking both 
COVID-19 and ESG requirements.  
It is an example of a solution 
supported by converging, 
independent headwinds, but it comes 
at a cost—and not all companies will 
invest to maximize efficiency gains, 
further differentiating the winners 
and losers.

COVID-19 has also increased 
investor scrutiny on operational 
health and safety. Detailed and 
frequent ESG reports are now the 
norm, as a U.S.-based real estate 
MD explains: “We would need 
to review the ESG compliance 
requirements more often.” State 
governments throughout the U.S. 
have adopted different ideas about 
such standards, which complicates 
building requirements for any 
developments. U.S. developers will 
have to remain on top of dynamic 
and idiosyncratic state-level ESG 
compliance requirements.

One final potential long-term 
impact of COVID-19 is that the virus 
may never entirely go away. If the 
government’s efforts to fully reopen 
the economy are compromised by 
new waves and variants immune 
to existing vaccines, the downside 
risks to real estate investment and 
development may slingshot back. 

Take the development sector 
as an example: ongoing COVID-19 
restrictions would cap workforces 
on development sites, prolong 
construction periods and delay 
scheme completion, all of which 
would lock up development funds 
and potentially delay exits.  

FIGURE 9: HOW LONG WILL COVID-19 IMPACT  
YOUR INVESTMENT ALLOCATIONS IN  
LIFE SCIENCES-RELATED REAL ESTATE?

No impact

Longer than 10 years

10 years

3-5 years

1-2 years

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

70%

8%

6%

12%

28%

44%

2%

0%

8%

22%
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2 “Clusters and the New Economics of Competition”. HBR. Michael E. Porter, 1998. https://hbr.org/1998/11/clusters-and-the-new-economics-of-competition.

FIGURE 10:  WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING LONG-TERM IMPACTS ON LIFE 
SCIENCES OFFICE REQUIREMENTS DO YOU EXPECT TO RESULT FROM 
COVID-19? (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)

FIGURE 11:  VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING IS 
EXTREMELY TOP-HEAVY AND VC FIRMS 
THEMSELVES ALSO TEND TO CLUSTER  
NEAR THEIR INVESTMENTS

 LOCATION, LOCATION,
 LOCATION: CLUSTERS ARE KEY

Understanding geographic 
concentrations in the U.S. life 
sciences industry requires a brief 
outline of cluster theory.  

According to Micheal E. Porter, 
author of The Competitive Advantage 
of Nations (1990)2, “clusters are 
geographic concentrations of 
interconnected companies and 
institutions in a particular field” and 
they function in three broad ways. 
First, by increasing the productivity 
of companies. Second, through 
increased pace of innovation, which 
further supports productivity growth. 
Third, by stimulating the formation of 
new businesses, which expands and 
strengthens the cluster itself.  

The physical location then 
creates an environment where new 
ventures are formed between peers 
and enterprise in adjacent industries. 

In the third phase, these new 
ventures create economic activity, 
jobs and real estate demand, which 
continues in a virtuous circle aligned 
to the cluster’s success. Successful 
clusters gain in reputation, which 
further helps to attract talent, 
supporting innovation, productivity, 
economic activity and new jobs as 
the virtuous circle loops. 

To put this model into context, 
consider the Greater Boston Life 
Sciences Cluster. This area has three 
overlapping industries to support the 
life sciences ecosystem (support and 
services organizations, educational 
institutions and producers of 
analytical instruments):
• Critical business and investment 

infrastructure (e.g., banking, 
accounting, legal, VC firms and 
angel networks, laboratories and 
clinical testing facilities) as well as 
teaching and specialized hospitals. 

 Lower density workspaces

 Increased investor scrutiny on operational health and safety

 New regulation governing workspace requirements (e.g., hygiene, PPE)

 Acceleration in adoption of technology (e.g., automation and robotics)

 More exacting climate change/ESG requirements

70%

72%

70%

82%

82%

78%

48%

64%

34%

56%

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

* Life sciences venture capital investments by market (US$bn). Source: PwC/CB 
Insights MoneyTree™ data explorer. Four-quarter trailing sum through Q2 2020. VC 
funding includes investments in biotechnology, pharmaceuticals/drugs, drug 
development, drug discovery and disease diagnosis.  
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Los Angeles/Orange County

New York metro area

Raleigh-Durham metro area

Philadelphia metro area

San Diego metro area

San Francisco Bay area

Greater Boston area

50%

68%

48%

61%

36%

18%

20%

25%

21%

10%

11%

11%

14%

7%

Life sciences demand growth

Life sciences-related real estate development pipelines

FIGURE 12: OVER THE NEXT FIVE YEARS, WHICH OF 
THESE LOCATIONS DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE THE 
LARGEST LIFE SCIENCES-RELATED REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT PIPELINES AND WHICH WILL HAVE 
THE LARGEST LIFE SCIENCES DEMAND GROWTH? 
(SELECT TOP TWO LOCATIONS FOR EACH)

• World-class universities (e.g., MIT, 
Boston University, etc.).

• Producers of products, equipment 
and critical supplies (e.g., surgical 
instruments, diagnostics, etc.).

To illustrate the importance of 
clusters, analysis by CSIC shows 
that the top four largest regional 
markets—San Francisco Bay area, 
Boston-Cambridge, New York City 
and San Diego—account for almost 
80% of all VC funding.  

In addition, a key underlying 
ingredient to these clusters is 
talent. CSIC’s analysis shows that 
top scientific talent largely clusters 
in  just a few U.S. markets, which 
supports the continued growth of 
these ecosystems.  

Although investment and talent 
are clearly concentrated in these 
clusters, our survey suggests that 
real estate development pipelines 
may already be running ahead of 
actual demand among life sciences 
corporates. For example, both Greater 
Boston (68%) and the San Francisco 
Bay area (61%) are expected to see 
the largest new life sciences-related 
real estate development in the next 
five years, overshooting expected life 
sciences demand, with 50% and 48%, 
expecting relatively notable demand in 
these locations. 

Furthermore, life sciences 
demand growth is forecast to 
outstrip real estate development 
pipelines in San Diego, Raleigh-
Durham and Los Angeles-Orange 
County. This suggests these two 
growth engines are misaligned in 
these areas.

Respondents in our survey also 
picked the Greater Boston area as 
the most suitable location for life 
sciences’ corporate headquarters 
(81%) and advanced manufacturing 
(67%), as well as R&D (60%) and 
medical testing facilities (51%)—all 
of which cements the region as most 
attractive to real estate investors. 

San Francisco came second 
in each of the above categories in 
our survey apart from advanced 
manufacturing (where San Diego 
came second), but first in start-up 

incubators (63%). Philadelphia was 
also a popular choice as a start-up 
incubator location, scoring 34% 
among life sciences companies but 
only 16% of real estate investors. San 
Diego scored highly for advanced 
manufacturing (54%), while New 
York performed well in medical 
testing facilities (37%).

“San Francisco Bay and Greater 
Boston will have the largest 
development pipelines because 
of their life-sciences friendly 
infrastructure. Other regions will need 
local governments to spend more 
on this field,” explains a U.S.-based 
real estate MD. Companies will need 
more modern facilities in more up-
and-coming clusters, such as in San 
Francisco and San Diego. In the next 
few years, mergers between small- 
and medium-sized companies are 
expected to create synergetic value 
in these areas, which will increase the 
real estate requirement accordingly, 
as corporate requirements become 
more sophisticated. 

However, space for further 
expansion in Greater Boston is 
limited, which opens the door for the 
next tier of clusters. For example, 
demand is growing in the Philadelphia 
metro area, which draws in the 
attention of companies located in 
other regions to base facilities there. 

In smaller clusters, start-
up incubators can be a driver 
of momentum and innovation 
which, together with access to 
prestigious medical universities, 
can help improve the reputation and 
attractiveness of smaller clusters, 
leading to increased funding activity. 

The most expensive lab markets 
correlate strongly with the most 
expensive traditional office markets, 
according to analysis by CSIC. The 
largest premiums on lab space 
relative to traditional offices are in 
Boston, San Diego, New York and the 
San Francisco Bay area, suggesting 
a strong preference for these 
markets relative to traditional office 
tenants and despite their outsized 
costs. This would be explained by 
magnified agglomeration benefits in 
the life sciences industry. 
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FIGURE 13: IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING LIFE SCIENCES CLUSTER LOCATIONS ARE BEST SUITED FOR…? 
(SELECT TOP TWO  LOCATIONS FOR EACH ITEM)

Advanced manufacturing environments

Headquarters

Medical testing facilities

R&D facilities

Start-up incubators

Raleigh-Durham metro areaPhiladelphia metro areaNew York metro areaLos Angeles/Orange County

San Diego metro area San Francisco Bay area

Greater Boston area

23% 8% 16% 25% 33% 32% 63%

60% 5% 4% 26% 27% 38% 40%

51% 17% 37% 20% 11% 17% 47%

81% 6%
2%

3%
2% 39% 67%

67% 10% 5% 14% 11% 54% 39%

Therefore, there may also be 
further growth in cities where rent 
prices for lab space equal or exceed 
rent for office space. Further analysis 
by CSIC suggests that this dynamic 
exists in San Diego, Philadelphia, 
Raleigh, Denver and Chicago. 

Will new life sciences clusters 
emerge? We think they will—and 
they must, in order to support the 
continued progress of innovation. 
Investors will look to U.S. cities with 
key characteristics to foster a life 
sciences ecosystem, like we are 
seeing in San Diego and could be 
seen in cities like Philadelphia and 
Raleigh-Durham.   

As talent continues to shift 
across the country resulting from 
COVID-19, innovation, science 
and VC funding should follow 

to smaller cities ripe for cluster 
creation, mimicking the growth and 
development of cities like Boston 
and San Francisco.    

THE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
Internationally, the outlook for 
potential growth locations in 
the next decade will change 
significantly. In the coming five 
years, real estate investors identify 
China (72%), the EU (54%), and 
Japan (34%) as the top three 
international markets, with India  
in a notable fourth-place (16%).

However, in the latter half of this 
decade, the pendulum is expected 
to swing decisively in India’s favor, 
leapfrogging the top three into 
top preference (and scoring a 
resounding 94% in our survey). 

72% 
of real estate investors identify  
China as the top international market  
for potential growth in life sciences-
related real estate investment  in  
the next five years
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Joe Marconi, Managing Director at Bain Capital Real Estate in Boston, discusses  
the current drivers in life sciences-related real estate investment, from increased  
R&D funding to geographic clustering. 

Q. What are the current demand 
drivers for life sciences real estate? 
Both the pace of scientific discovery 
and the level of funding for life sciences 
companies are at an all-time high. The 
success of the life sciences industry 
during the pandemic has further ignited 
support for life sciences companies. 

VC funding alone has grown at 
about 25% per year over the past five 
years. That increase in funding has led 
to scientific discovery being as fast as 
it has ever been. The ability to produce 
at least three vaccines for COVID-19 
in less than a year is an amazing feat 
and demonstrates the progress we are 
making in science. 

Q. How do you delineate life sciences 
real estate investment trends? 
We tend to look at it in tenant cohort 
sectors. We spend a lot of time with 
companies engaged in basic R&D, 
which require a high level of wet lab 
space, but square footages are not 
necessarily huge—not bigger than 
100,000 square feet. 

The second cohort is companies 
engaged in commercialization—
generally larger footprints, larger office 
components and the employee base 
is broader. Their factors for choosing 
location are less dependent on where 
R&D is, but more focused on a cost 
point that is more appropriate for the 
business functions and availability of a 
broader employee base. 

The third cohort is 
manufacturing—biologics and cell 

gene therapies and newer modalities. 
For these companies, manufacturing 
needs to be closer to the R&D and 
where the patients are located. 

We are seeing a push for 
manufacturing and R&D to be closer to 
each other. That is driven by the need 
to test the manufacturing process. 
The manufacturing stage needs to be 
perfect to go to commercialization. 
Having the manufacturing down the 
hall from the R&D space makes the 
process more efficient and beneficial. 

Q. What creates a life sciences “cluster” 
and is there potential to create new life 
sciences innovation districts outside 
of the established markets like Boston 
and San Francisco?
The success of life sciences real estate 
clusters is the combination of hospitals, 
universities and people, which creates 
an ecosystem that allows for repeated 
growth. These clusters have multiple 
creative centers where the science is 
progressing together with industry. 
There is a generation of an employee 
base (PHDs, doctors) feeding talent 
into this ecosystem. 

What people overlook is that 
these clusters foster R&D in multiple 
specialties and illnesses. The 
entrepreneur scientist—similar to the 
tech entrepreneur—makes discoveries 
and then wants to move on to his or her 
next discovery and continue to operate 
within this ecosystem. The broader the 
spectrum of diseases that are studied 
in one market, the more opportunities 

there are for those scientists to 
continue to create. 

In addition, you need employees to 
feed that ecosystem. That ecosystem 
was naturally in Cambridge/Boston and 
San Francisco. The Bay area also had a 
natural company incubator mentality. 
Those two ecosystems have all the right 
ingredients to foster that innovation. 

While these characteristics can’t just 
be dropped anywhere, it is important 
that we have distribution of science 
across the country because we can’t 
get all the employees in Boston and 
San Francisco, and some companies 
will benefit from a lower cost of living 
and business. Life sciences companies 
emerging in other cities will help 
increase the employee base. 

This interview has been edited for 
length and clarity.

For a full-length podcast interview  
with Joe Marconi, please see our 
website: www.ropesgray.com/en/
Evolution-of-Global-Real-Estate-
Investment-in-Life-Sciences
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Korea will start becoming more 
attractive in the longer term.”

According to an EMEA real estate 
MD based in the UK, India is already 
creating life sciences clusters, which 
is expected to accelerate the growth 
of its life sciences industry and invite 
foreign investors.

ASEAN nations

The UK

South Korea

Canada

Australia

India

Japan

The EU

China

Next 0-5 years Next 6-10 years

0%

0%

2%

2%

4%

34%

54%

4%

6%

6%

6%

8%

22%

52%

72%

94%

16%

18%

China and Australia will likely also be 
in the top three, with 52% and 22%, 
respectively. 

“The supportive health care 
environment in the EU and Canada 
will make them attractive in the next 
five years,” says a U.S. real estate 
MD. Mature markets, like the EU and 
the UK, are expected to be in favor 
with investors due to availability 
of necessary organizational 
infrastructure to create world-class 
innovation clusters, such as The 
Oxford Science Park in the UK, 
owned by Magdalen College. Real 
estate investors will be attracted by 
availability of usable real estate for 
new developments.  

“In these markets more than 
almost any other, a deep knowledge 
of the assets—and the socio-
economic demographics that 
impact them—is absolutely critical. 
Longer term investors are taking 
the time to broaden this knowledge 
base,” says Will Bryant, counsel at 
Ropes & Gray.

“Japan and the EU will be in high 
demand in the next five years,” says 
another U.S. real estate MD. “There 
are facilities already present with 
good technology infrastructure and 
large spaces. Until the pandemic’s 
effects soften, emerging regions will 
not be sought for investments.”

But, in the longer term, the 
pendulum will swing: “From 
a development and growth 
perspective, India and China would 
be the long-term destinations that 
are most attractive,” says a third U.S. 
real estate MD. “The cost-feasibility 
of construction in these countries 
would keep investors interested.” 

Over the longer term, 
some investors suggest that 
Asian markets will catch up 
on infrastructure and ESG 
requirements, while regulations, 
labor costs and, crucially, real estate 
valuations, will all remain lower than 
in the EU. As one US-based real 
estate CEO puts it, “Currently, the 
EU is one of the leading regions, with 
more established clusters available. 
But since the valuation of real estate 
is high, countries like India and South 

FIGURE 14: WHICH OF THESE COUNTRIES/REGIONS 
OUTSIDE THE U.S. ARE MOST ATTRACTIVE FOR 
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT IN THE LIFE SCIENCES 
SECTOR OVER THE NEXT…? (SELECT TOP TWO FOR 
EACH TIME PERIOD, REAL ESTATE INVESTORS ONLY)
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Workforce, complementary specialties and nearby scientific and 
academic institutions will continue to drive innovation cluster creation 
and expansion

Part 3 
Development and redevelopment trends

24%
of life sciences companies identify complementary specialties 
between di�erent �rms as the top ingredient 

30%
of real estate investors say proximity to scienti�c and academic 
institutions is the key to a successful life sciences cluster (versus 
16% of life sciences companies respondents)

32%
of life sciences companies say having a local highly skilled 
workforce is the one of most important ingredients for the 
creation of a successful innovation district 
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What do life sciences companies 
want from their real estate? What 
are the preferred locations around 
the U.S. to set up shop? Where are 
the growth opportunities in the 
years ahead? 

The answers to  these questions 
reveal a degree of disconnect between 
the expectations of real estate 
investors and life sciences companies. 

For example, real estate 
investors expect Greater Boston 
(40%) to attract the most build-
to-suit (i.e., pre-let) demand in the 
next 12 months, followed by the San 
Francisco Bay area (26%). San Diego 
(14%) sits at third, closely followed by 
the Philadelphia metro area (12%). 

But survey respondents at life 
sciences companies see the near 
term differently. They believe San 
Diego (28%) will outgrow both Greater 
Boston (26%) and the San Francisco 
Bay area (14%) in the next 12 months.

Beyond the top two markets, 
life sciences companies expect the 
Philadelphia metro area to be the 
third most popular location (18%), 
followed by San Francisco Bay (14%), 
which real estate investors picked 
fourth and second, respectively.

This disconnect may reflect 
somewhat misaligned priorities. 
While Greater Boston and the 
San Francisco Bay area offer high- 
investment returns for real estate 
investors, the priority for many life 
sciences companies will be to expand 
into new clusters across the country. 

However, in the next 12 months, 
in addition to attracting the most 
build-to-suit (i.e., pre-let) demand in 
the next 12 months, respondents in 
our survey overall also expect Greater 
Boston and the San Francisco Bay 
area to be the most popular locations 
for repurposed space. This suggests 
that a subtle shift in the priorities 
of life sciences corporates may not 
yet be fully realized by real estate 
investors. Separately, Raleigh-
Durham metro area is tipped for the 
most speculative development in the 
next 12 months.

More significantly, data from our 
survey also reveals a divergence 
between what real estate investors 

New York metro area

Raleigh-Durham metro area

Los Angeles/Orange County

Philadelphia metro area

San Francisco Bay area

San Diego metro area

Greater Boston area

26%

28%

14%

14%

12%
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8%

40%
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2%

0%

0%

6%

6%

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

Repurposed existing space

Speculative development

Build-to-suit (i.e., pre-let)

Raleigh-Durham metro areaPhiladelphia metro area

New York metro areaLos Angeles/Orange County

San Diego metro area San Francisco Bay area

Greater Boston area
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FIGURE 15: OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS, WHICH OF THESE MAJOR U.S. LIFE SCIENCES 
CLUSTERS WILL SEE THE MOST BUILD-TO-SUIT (I.E., PRE-LET)? (SELECT ONE LOCATION)

FIGURE 16: OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS, WHICH OF THESE MAJOR U.S. LIFE SCIENCES 
CLUSTERS WILL SEE THE MOST…? (SELECT ONE LOCATION FOR EACH QUESTION)
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Multiple world-class �rms (with long track record) to anchor high-growth start-ups

Proximity to skilled workforce to draw upon (e.g., education institutions, universities, etc.)

Complementary specialties between di�erent �rms

Proximity to relevant scienti�c and education institutions (e.g., laboratories, universities, etc.)

Blend of highly skilled workforce (e.g., a mix of researchers, venture capitalists and entrepreneurs)

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

26%

32%

30%

16%

12%

24%

16%

14%

16%

14%

Costs

Quality of life considerations

Tax levels

Availability of skilled workforce to draw upon (e.g., universities)

Proximity to infrastructure (domestic and international)

Proximity to other relevant institutions (e.g., existing clusters, hospitals etc.)

60%

48%

58%

44%

36%

48%

28%

34%

8%

16%

10%

10%

Real estate investors Life sciences companies
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Speculative
development

 Repurposed
existing space

Build-to-suit
(i.e., pre-let)

19%

21%

60%

37%

38%

25%

44%

41%

15%

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

FIGURE 17: WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INGREDIENT REQUIRED  
TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION DISTRICT? (SELECT ONE)

FIGURE 19: OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS,  
WHICH TYPE OF DEVELOPMENTS WILL BE  
MOST WIDESPREAD IN THE SECTOR?  
(PLEASE RANK 1-3, WHERE 1= MOST WIDESPREAD)

FIGURE 18: WHAT ARE THE STRONGEST INFLUENCES ON LOCATION 
CHOICE FOR NEW/EXPANDING LIFE SCIENCES FIRMS? (SELECT TOP 
TWO ANSWERS)
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believe life sciences companies want 
from real estate and what they want 
from innovation clusters. 

For example, life sciences 
companies selected a blend of on-
site high-skilled workforce (32%) and 
complementary specialties between 
organizations (24%) as the top two 
most important components for a 
successful cluster. 

By contrast, real estate investors 
assumed proximity to scientific and 
educational institutions would rank 
at the top (30%) when, in fact, it was 
the third choice for life sciences 
companies. Real estate investors 
selected a blend of on-site high-
skilled workforce (26%) in second 
place, while proximity to skilled 
workforce and to world-class peer 
organizations was joint third (16%). 
The clear overlap is life sciences 
companies’ value of networking 
and talent pooling ecosystems 
that support new ventures, new 
innovation and new employment 
opportunities. 

When asked about the  
strongest influences on location 
choice for new/expanding life 
sciences firms, top choices are 
proximity to other institutions (cited 
by 60% of real estate investors, 
48% of corporates) and proximity 
to infrastructure (58% of real estate 
investors and 44% corporates). 
Almost half of life sciences 
corporates also identified the 
availability of a skilled workforce as 
one of the top two influences.

There was, however, alignment 
elsewhere, such as in life sciences 
development schemes. In the 
coming 12 months, real estate 
investors and life sciences corporates 
expect build-to-suit developments 
to be most common.Overall, 44% 
of respondents expect build-to-
suit to be most widespread in the 
sector, while just over a third point to 
repurposed existing space and 19% 
highlight speculative developments.

LIFE SCIENCES OUTLOOK:
RISKS VERSUS REWARDS

The life sciences sector remains 
supported by long-term structural Real estate investors Life sciences companies

 US political unrest

 Continuing COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., delaying investment decisions, prioritizing COVID-19 over other initiatives, etc)

 Distress in the life sciences sector

 Real estate investment risks (e.g., issues with supply, market downturns)

 Market correction/recession impacting budgets/allocations to the sector

 Macroeconomic (e.g., interest rates, QE, employment trends)

 Geopolitics (e.g., revived trade con�icts)

62%

42%

50%

42%

24%

32%

30%

18%

18%

30%

10%

36%

6%

0%

FIGURE 20: WHAT ARE THE MOST PROBABLE DOWNSIDE RISKS TO THE GROWTH OF THE 
U.S. LIFE SCIENCES SECTOR IN THE NEXT 12-24 MONTHS? (SELECT TOP TWO)
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tailwinds, including demographics 
and technology. In addition, the 
industry now benefits from near-
universal appreciation. All of which 
will continue to be net positive for 
the industry’s real estate demand in 
the U.S. and overseas.  

But no industry is without  
headwinds. Our survey considers 
risks across three dimensions: the 
outlook for sector growth in U.S. 
life sciences; international markets 
threatening the U.S. as a world  
leader in life sciences; and risks to 
the global life sciences industry  
from adjacent industries.

Respondents believe that 
geopolitics represent the most 
significant downside risks to the 
growth outlook for the U.S. life 
sciences sector in the next 12-24 
months, according to 62% of real 

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

Australia

Japan

South Korea

The EU

India

China

48%

42%

42%

20%

6%

16%

4%

6%

8%

0%

0%

8%

 Microsoft

 Amazon

 Apple

 Alibaba

 Google

 Huawei

 Samsung

94%

90%

82%

78%

72%

72%

44%

48%

32%

50%

36%

30%

30%

32%

Real estate investors Life sciences companies

estate investors and 42% of life 
sciences companies. 

Macroeconomic risks (i.e., 
interest rates, quantitative easing. 
and negative employment trends) 
came second, as identified by 
50% of real estate investors and 
42% of life sciences corporates. 
Significantly, more than one-third of 
life sciences corporates (36%) view 
the continuing COVID-19 pandemic 
as a risk, compared to just 10% of 
real estate investors.

Respondents overall say that 
China poses the greatest threat 
to the US life sciences industry—
according to 48% of real estate 
investors and 42% of life sciences 
companies—followed by India  
(42% and 20%, respectively). 

Life sciences corporates see the 
EU as a more significant threat to 

the global position of the U.S. (16%) 
than do real estate investors (6%), 
perhaps indicative of differing criteria. 
For life sciences, the benchmarks 
include scientific breakthroughs 
leading to world-class medicine, 
vaccines and treatments, while real 
estate investors will be focused on 
risk-return relative to other real estate 
sectors and other asset classes, 
rental value growth, etc.

Finally, the survey found that the 
three major international technology 
giants—Samsung, Huawei and 
Google—are all expected to emerge 
as major players in life sciences in the 
coming decade by majorities of both 
investors and corporates.

FIGURE 21: WHICH REGION/COUNTRY IS THE 
BIGGEST COMPETITOR TO THE U.S. LIFE SCIENCES 
INDUSTRY? (PLEASE SELECT ONE)

FIGURE 22: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES 
DO YOU EXPECT WILL EMERGE AS A MAJOR 
PLAYER IN THE LIFE SCIENCES INDUSTRY OVER 
THE COMING DECADE? (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)
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Analysis by CSIC paints a clear picture for life sciences in the U.S. in the years 
ahead. The share of U.S. GDP spent on health care is expected to increase 
dramatically in the coming decades, driven by demographics, economics, 
investment as well as the increased pace of novel drug approvals. 

For life sciences companies, this means establishing 
a larger footprint across the country. What has 
traditionally been limited to a series of clusters in a 
handful of cities will need to broaden its reach, as 
demand increases and resources—whether specific 
skills, innovative tech or access to the right facilities—
become increasingly limited. And that means greater 
investment in life sciences-related real estate.

Thankfully, investors are more than happy to get 
on board, as analysis by CSIC  confirms. More investors 
than ever are looking to alternatives for a return on their 
investment—and life sciences represent the most 
popular alternative equity deployment target. What’s 
more, investors are also willing to take more risk, which 
should support further development in life sciences-
related real estate. 

Part 4
Conclusion
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or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not 
be acted on or relied upon or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before 
making any such decision, you should consult a suitably qualified professional adviser. While reasonable effort has been made to ensure 
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